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Approximately 50%-70% of SCM mass resolves spontaneously during the first year of life with minimal residual deficits [5] . If there is a lack of neck motion, early physical therapy such as manual stretching of the neck is necessary. Approximately 90% of cases can be treated primarily through stretching exercises, although surgical release of the affected SCM is recommended for resistant cases [1] . Without adequate treatment, the limitation in the range of motion caused by persistent shortening of the SCM may lead to complications such as pain, spinal deformities, and craniofacial abnormalities [6] [7] [8] [9] . Cervical scoliosis and lateral tilt of the head and neck are common spinal deformities in patients with CMT [5, 6, 10] .
Age at the time of surgery is the most important factor influencing the above complications of resistant CMT. According to previous studies, the best outcomes are obtained when patients undergo surgery between the ages of 1 and 4 years [11] [12] [13] . However, for various reasons some CMT patients do not proceed with surgical release even though they meet the clinical criteria. Neglected CMT is stated for those patients who did not undergo operative treatment within adequate time [14, 15] . There has also been considerable debate over the effectiveness and necessity of invasive surgical release in patients with neglected CMT aged 5 years and older [13, 14] .
According to previous studies, surgical correction in adults with neglected CMT may result in cosmetic and functional improvements, and relieve pain related to neglected CMT [6] . The effectiveness of surgical release was significant even in patients with neglected CMT aged 15 or older [15] . However, there is still a lack of understanding regarding both the effectiveness of surgical release for spinal deformities in patients with neglected CMT and the correlation between the effectiveness of surgical release and age at the time of surgery.
To the best of our knowledge, no study has previously been carried out on the relationship between age at the time of surgery and how much spinal deformities reside in patients with neglected CMT who underwent surgical release. Thus, the intent of this study was to establish this correlation in a group of neglected CMT patients while also demonstrating the effectiveness of surgical release in treating their spinal deformities.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
This was a retrospective study carried out at a single tertiary medical center. This research was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Ajou University Medical Center.
Subjects
Subjects who presented to the Center for Torticollis, Department of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, Ajou University Hospital, Suwon, Korea, with the symptoms of abnormal posture of the head and neck from January 2009 to January 2014 and met all of the following inclusion criteria were included in this study: 1) subjects with a diagnosis of CMT, 2) subjects who had undergone surgical release of the affected unilateral SCM for CMT, 3) subjects who were ≥5 years at the time of surgery, and 4) subjects who underwent plain radiographic evaluations of the cervical spine or whole spine, once preoperatively, and again between 6 and 15 months after surgery. In cases where subjects underwent plain radiography more than twice between 6 and 15 months after surgery, the last radiograph was used for evaluation ( Fig. 1) . Subjects with a previous history of surgical release for CMT and those with a previous history of injection of botulinum toxin into the affected SCM for CMT were excluded from the study. CMT was diagnosed in subjects with shortening of the unilateral SCM resulting in ipsilateral lateral flexion of the head and/or rotation of the chin toward the contralateral shoulder and one or both of the following: 1) magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the neck showing www.e-arm.org multiple (>2) or gross low-signal intensities (visible to the naked eye) within the SCM [16] , 2) the SCM of the involved side was >2 mm thicker than that of the contralateral side, as detected by ultrasonography [9] . Surgical release of the SCM for CMT was performed by one surgeon who has extensive experience treating subjects who have CMT. For 2 weeks immediately after surgical release, all patients wore a neck brace to limit motion of the neck to assist with wound healing. Two weeks after surgical release, all patients who undeerwent surgery started rehabilitation exercises. A manual stretching exercise was conducted for patients with a shortened SCM to increase the range of contralateral rotation and ipsilateral lateral flexion of head and neck. Furthermore, strengthening exercises of the head and neck for correction of lateral tilt and trunk stabilization for correction of scoliotic curvatures were conducted. All the rehabilitation exercises were performed three to five times a week by experienced physical therapists and the treatment was ended when a full range of motion for neck rotation was obtained [17] .
Acquisition of AP radiographs of cervical spine and whole spine
Anteroposterior (AP) plain radiographs of the cervical spine were taken when subjects showed abnormal posture of the head and neck and/or scoliosis due to neglected CMT. AP plain radiographs of the whole spine were taken when subjects showed vertical displacement of the head or secondary scoliosis due to neglected CMT. The AP plain radiographs were reviewed with Picture Archiving and Communication System (PiViewSTAR ver. 5.0.9.87; Infinitt, Seoul, Korea).
Quantitative analysis of spinal deformities on AP plain radiographs
Quantitative measurements of spinal deformities were made by the first two authors (Min JK and Ahn AR) in an independent and blind fashion. After testing of interrater reliability for quantitative measurement of AP plain radiographs, the mean of the values measured by both authors were used for statistical analysis.
Measurement of the cervicomandibular angle on plain radiograph of the cervical spine
The cervicomandibular angle (CMA) was measured from AP plain radiographs of the cervical spine to evaluate lateral head tilt on the affected side of CMT due to tightness of the affected SCM [10] ( Fig. 2A) . The CMA was defined as the angle between the line along the upper border of the C7 spine and the lines connecting the lower borders of both mandibles [18, 19] (Fig. 2B) .
Measurement of the lateral shift of the head on AP radiographs of the whole spine
The lateral shift (LS) was measured from AP radiographs of the whole spine to evaluate cervical scoliosis with 2 curves produced as the result of spontaneous compensation of neck posture due to lateral head tilt [10] (Fig. 2E) . LS was defined as the distance between the vertical line from the center of the sacral upper margin and the central vertical line of the C2 vertebral body [6] (Fig.  2F) .
Measurement of the Cobb angle on AP radiograph of the whole spine
The Cobb angle (CA) was measured from an AP plain radiograph of the whole spine in order to evaluate the magnitude of secondary vertebral scoliosis that had developed to compensate abnormal posture of the head and neck and/or pelvic elevation (Fig. 2I) . The CA was defined as the angle formed between a line drawn parallel to the superior endplate of the most cephalad vertebra and a line drawn parallel to the inferior endplate of the most caudal vertebra of the particular curve [20] (Fig. 2J ).
The effectiveness of surgical release in neglected CMT
To prove whether spinal deformities had improved after surgical release in neglected CMT patients, we assessed changes in each parameter after surgical treatment through the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. We considered these changes to be an improvement when postoperative values were lower than those of preoperative period.
Correlation between improvement in spinal deformities and age at the time of surgery
To assess the change in spinal deformities after surgery, we calculated the ratio of the difference between preoperative and postoperative values per preoperative value for CMA, LS, and CA. We refer to these ratios as the CMA ratio, LA ratio, and CA ratio, respectively. These ratios were determined using the following equations.
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Statistical analysis
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) ver. 19.0 (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA) was used for statistical analysis. Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs) between two investigators were calculated for inter-rater reliability. The ICC score was considered reliable if it was ≥0.70. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test was performed to assess the effectiveness of surgical release in relation to treatment of spinal deformities in neglected CMT patients. A linear regression test was performed to assess the correlation between change in spinal deformities after surgical release and age at the time of surgery. Statistical significance was set at p<0.05.
RESULTS

Characteristics of the subjects
Forty-six subjects (19 males, 27 females) who met the inclusion criteria were included in this retrospective study. The characteristics of the subjects are presented in Table 1 www.e-arm.org ography of the cervical spine, once before surgery, and again between 6 and 15 months after surgery. CMA was measured from plain AP radiographs of the cervical spine in 45 subjects. We also measured LS and CA from 27 subjects who underwent plain AP radiography of the whole spine.
Quantitative analysis of AP plain radiographs and interrater reliability Quantitative analysis of spinal deformities measured by two investigators is presented in Table 2 (Fig. 3A) . The correlation between CMA ratio and age at the time of surgery was not statistically significant (R=0.145, p=0.341; linear regression analysis) (Fig. 4A ).
Cervical scoliosis with 2 curves measured by LS
Before surgery, a total of 14 subjects (51.9%) had a significant cervical scoliosis with 2 spinal curves (LS>20 mm). An improvement in LS from surgical release was shown in 88.9% of patients (24 out of 27) with neglected CMT.
The postoperative LS was significantly lower than the preoperative LS-median 13 ICC>0.90 suggests excellent inter-rater reliability.
www.e-arm.org p=0.001, Wilcoxon signed-rank test (Fig. 3B) . The correlation between lateral shift ratio and age at the time of surgery was not statistically significant (R=0.103, p=0.608; linear regression analysis) (Fig. 4B ). (Fig. 3C ). There was a statistically significant positive correlation between CA ratio and age at the time of surgery (R=0.150, p=0.046; linear regression analysis) (Fig. 4C) .
Vertebral scoliosis measured by CA
DISCUSSION
To our knowledge, for patients with neglected CMT, this study is the first to assess the effectiveness of surgical release for spinal deformities according to age at the time of surgery. We used imaging techniques such as neck MRI and ultrasonography to diagnose CMT. Ultrasonography is usually used as a diagnostic tool for CMT in neonates or infants when subjects have a significant difference in the thicknesses of each SCM muscle [9] . After remis- www.e-arm.org sion of swelling of the affected SCM, even if atrophic or hyperechogenic changes of SCM muscle are found, their presence alone is not sufficient to confirm the diagnosis. Moreover, if subjects are hesitant to undergo surgery, MRI is used to determine the necessity for operation [21] . Because most of our subjects were diagnosed after 5 years of age and could be operated upon, MRI was used mainly for diagnosis of CMT, with all enrolled patients undergoing MRI before surgical release. However, for subjects who visited a clinic when they were infants, ultrasonography was performed for diagnosis. Thus, we used the imaging modalities of ultrasonography and MRI of the neck to determine clinical criteria for enrollment.
A previous study reported that surgical release in adults with neglected CMT led to cosmetic and functional improvements as assessed using plain radiographs and questionnaires [6] . The authors identified cosmetic improvements after surgical release by analyzing plain radiographs of the cervical and whole spine obtained from 37 patients with neglected CMT between 18 and 48 years; however, they did not analyze the relationship between the effectiveness of surgical release and age at the time of surgery.
Our results indicate that, in patients with neglected CMT, the effectiveness of surgical release for spinal deformities does not decrease with increasing age at the time of surgery. Our result can establish another basis for the timing of surgery for patients with neglected CMT in that invasive surgical release can reduce spinal deformities even in older patients. However, in contrast to our expectation that there would be no significant difference in improvement according to age, the improvement in vertebral scoliosis measured by CA increased significantly with increasing age at the time of surgery. This might be due to higher rates of compliance with postoperative exercises for scoliosis in older patients since adults tend to be more concerned about scoliosis than children. However, a larger study is required to accurately evaluate the correlation between secondary vertebral scoliosis and timing of surgery in patients with neglected CMT.
There was an improvement among all 3 parameters of spinal deformity after surgery, and no surgical complications were reported. Previous studies reported optimal results when patients underwent surgery between the ages of 1 and 4 years [11] [12] [13] , and there has been some debate over the pros and cons of the effectiveness and necessity of surgical release in patients with neglected CMT [13, 14] . Our results suggest that patients with neglected CMT who meet the clinical criteria for surgical release should undergo surgery, and this could be another basis for surgical release guidelines for patients with neglected CMT.
Our study revealed that, before surgery, 25.9% of patients (7 out of 27) with neglected CMT showed significant secondary vertebral scoliosis (CA>10 o ). In the current literature, the overall prevalence of adolescent idiopathic scoliosis is 0.47% to 5.2% [22] . Our results demonstrate that secondary vertebral scoliosis is more often present in patients with neglected CMT than in subjects without CMT. A larger study is needed to determine the prevalence of secondary scoliosis in patients with neglected CMT. According to our previous meta-analysis, which included 12 studies and 220 patients with neglected CMT, there was no significant difference in surgical outcomes between patients older than 15 years and patients 15 years and younger [15] . The range of motion of the neck and skeletal deformities also showed significant improvement with surgical release in this meta-analysis. Although not previously mentioned, we performed a subgroup analysis with an older group (age>15 years) and a younger group (age≤15 years), and significant improvement in CMA and LS was shown in both groups, although CA was only significantly improved in the older group. These results are in agreement with those of our previous meta-analysis, demonstrating that invasive interventions such as surgical release of the affected SCM are required even in neglected CMT patients over 15 years of age.
This study has several strengths. Few reports have investigated the effectiveness of surgical release in patients with neglected CMT [6, 23] or the progression of complications such as pain, craniofacial asymmetry, and skeletal deformities along with aging [6, 8, 12] . However, our study is the first to investigate the effectiveness of surgical release for spinal deformities and its correlation with age in patients with neglected CMT.
Second, plain radiography is an objective method used to quantitatively assess the degree of spinal deformities in CMT. Although measuring the degree of tilting or rotation of the head and neck with a goniometer is broadly used to assess skeletal deformities in CMT, it is difficult to measure this in a blinded way because visible surgical www.e-arm.org scars are a potential pitfall in that they make they reveal to the investigators whether the patients underwent surgical treatment or not. Therefore, we assessed spinal deformities using an objective method.
The other strength of the current investigation was that we controlled the risk of AP plain radiography measurement bias. Two authors assessed the AP plain radiographs in a blinded and independent fashion. Since the interrater reliability as verified by an ICC assessment was sufficiently high, the mean value of the two observers was used.
This study has several study limitations. First, this was a retrospective study, which inherently contains the possibility of selection bias. Second, this study included only 46 subjects. Although we found that surgical release was effective in patients with neglected CMT and proved that this effectiveness does not decline with age (against our expectation), the improvement in CA increased with age. Greater compliance with scoliosis exercises in older subjects is postulated as the cause; however, since more subjects could lead to more precise results, a larger study is necessary. Third, even though all patients performed rehabilitation exercises of consistent protocol, the duration of rehabilitation therapy was different for each subject because treatment was ended when the full range of motion of neck rotation was obtained. The varying duration of rehabilitation therapy could affect the changes in spinal deformities after surgical release. However, in this study, the duration of rehabilitation therapy was not assessed for any link to age at the time of surgery. Therefore, further studies should evaluate the effect of rehabilitation protocol factors such as duration on the relationship between age at the time of surgery and effectiveness of surgical release in terms of spinal deformities.
Finally, although all of the patients included in this study were resistant to physiotherapy and had undergone surgical release, there is still the chance that their condition could have spontaneously improved without surgical release.
In conclusion, based on a quantitative evaluation of AP plain radiographs, the improvement of spinal deformities (that is, lateral head tilt, 2-curve cervical scoliosis, and vertebral scoliosis) assessed using CMA, LS, and CA did not decrease with increasing age at the time of surgery. The effectiveness of surgical release for spinal deformities was significant. Despite the several limitations of this study, these findings enhance our understanding of the effectiveness of surgical release in terms of secondary spinal deformities in patients with neglected CMT. Furthermore, we suggest that surgical release be considered even in patients of advanced age with neglected CMT.
